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Abstract Bovine NADH:ubiquinone oxidoreductase
(Complex I) is the first complex in the mitochondrial
respiratory chain. It has long been assumed that it contained
only one FMN group. However, as demonstrated in 2003,
the intact enzyme contains two FMN groups. The second
FMN was proposed to be located in a conserved flavodoxin
fold predicted to be present in the PSST subunit. The long-
known reaction of Complex I with NADPH differs in many
aspects from that with NADH. It was proposed that the
second flavin group was specifically involved in the
reaction with NADPH. The X-ray structure of the hydro-
philic domain of Complex I from Thermus thermophilus
(Sazanov and Hinchliffe 2006, Science 311, 1430–1436)
disclosed the positions of all redox groups of that enzyme
and of the subunits holding them. The PSST subunit indeed
contains the predicted flavodoxin fold although it did not
contain FMN. Inspired by this structure, the present paper
describes a re-evaluation of the enigmatic reactions of the
bovine enzyme with NADPH. Published data, as well as
new freeze-quench kinetic data presented here, are incom-
patible with the general opinion that NADPH and NADH
react at the same site. Instead, it is proposed that these
pyridine nucleotides react at opposite ends of the 90Å long
chain of prosthetic groups in Complex I. Ubiquinone is
proposed to react with the Fe-S clusters in the TYKY
subunit deep inside the hydrophilic domain. A new model
for electron transfer in Complex I is proposed. In the
accompanying paper this model is compared with the one
advocated in current literature.
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Introduction

The experiments in this paper deal solely with bovine-heart
NADH:ubiquinone oxidoreductase (EC 1.6.5.3; Complex I)
as present in submitochondrial particles (SMP). This
complex has a molecular mass of ca. 980 kDa, consists of
45 subunits and is located in the mitochondrial inner
membrane (Fearnley and Walker 1992; Walker 1992; Hirst
et al. 2003; Carroll et al. 2006). A flavin molecule (FMN)
accepts the two reducing equivalents from the hydride
formed after the heterolytic cleavage of NADH. Subse-
quently electrons are transferred, one at the time, via a
number of EPR-detectable iron-sulphur (Fe-S) clusters
(Beinert and Albracht 1982; Ohnishi 1998) to ubiquinone
(Q10). This process is coupled to the extrusion from the
mitochondrial matrix of ca. two protons per electron
(Wikström 1984; Galkin et al. 1999). The resulting
proton-motive force drives the synthesis of ATP from
ADP and inorganic phosphate.

Amino-acid sequence analyses indicated potential bind-
ing sites for one FMN, two [2Fe-2S] clusters and six [4Fe-
4S] clusters (Fearnley and Walker 1992). Bovine Complex I
can also react with NADPH at a site considered to be
different from the NADH site (Hatefi 1968; Hatefi and
Hanstein 1973; Hatefi and Bearden 1976; Albracht 1982;
Bakker and Albracht 1986; Van Belzen and Albracht 1989).
This has led to the finding that the intact bovine enzyme
contains a second FMN group (here termed FMN-a)
proposed to be bound to the conserved flavodoxin fold in
the PSST subunit (Albracht et al. 2003). This fold was first
uncovered by sequence comparisons of the PSST-like
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subunits of Complex I from different origins with the
evolutionary-related small subunit of [NiFe]-hydrogenases,
for which the 3D structure was known (Volbeda et al. 1995;
Volbeda et al. 1996) (for overviews see (Albracht and De
Jong 1997; Albracht and Hedderich 2000; Albracht et al.
2003)). The FMN molecule reacting with NADH (here
termed FMN-b) is bound to the 51-kDa subunit (Fearnley
and Walker 1992).

The global surface structure of the bovine enzyme has been
reconstructed from images of single molecules in vitrified ice
using electron cryo-microscopy (Grigorieff 1998). The
complex has an L shape, whereby the base of the L
(containing the hydrophobic domain) is considered to reside
in the mitochondrial inner membrane, whereas the stalk of
the L (containing the hydrophilic domain) sticks out into the
matrix space. This has also been found for the mitochondrial
enzymes from Neurospora crassa (32 subunits) (Leonard et
al. 1987; Hofhaus et al. 1991; Guénebaut et al. 1997) and
Yarrowia lipolytica (40 subunits) (Djafarzadeh et al. 2000;
Radermacher et al. 2006), and for the bacterial enzymes
from Escherichia coli (13 subunits) (Guénebaut et al. 1998;
Morgan and Sazanov 2008) and Aquifex aeolicus (14
subunits) (Peng et al. 2003). As expected from the number
of subunits, the detailed contours of the stalk and base part
of the L-shaped molecule differ among the enzymes
(Zickermann et al. 2009; Clason et al. 2010).

In 2006 the three-dimensional structure of the hydro-
philic domain of Complex I from Thermus thermophilus
has been solved to 3.3Å resolution (Sazanov and Hinchliffe
2006). It showed one FMN group, two [2Fe-2S] clusters
(called N1a and N1b) and seven [4Fe-4S] clusters (N2, N3,
N4, N5, N6a, N6b and N7), i.e. one more than predicted for
the bovine enzyme (Fearnley and Walker 1992). The
predicted flavodoxin fold in the PSST subunit (Albracht
and Hedderich 2000) was present, but empty. The binding
motif for the cubane cluster N7 in the 75-kDa subunit is
absent in the bovine enzyme. The prosthetic groups are
approximately positioned along a straight line and span a
distance of ca. 90Å, representing an ‘electric wire’ through
the enzyme, nearly perpendicular to the inner membrane.
The structure of the NADH-reduced enzyme nicely showed
how NADH binds to FMN in the 51-kDa subunit
(Berrisford and Sazanov 2009). Subunits homologous to
those in the T. thermophilus enzyme are found in Complex
I from many organisms. Hence, the structure of this enzyme
serves as a template for that of other enzymes. For the
bovine enzyme, the structure predicts the presence of 28 Fe
atoms per FMN. Surprisingly, the best classical prepara-
tions of the bovine-heart enzyme, here referred to as
Hatefi’s Complex I and Singer’s NADH dehydrogenase,
contain 16 to 18 non-heme Fe atoms per FMN (Hatefi et al.
1962; Ringler et al. 1963; Cremona and Kearney 1964;
Lusty et al. 1965; Orme-Johnson et al. 1974a; Ohnishi et al.

1981; Paech et al. 1981; Kowal et al. 1986) (see
accompanying paper for a detailed overview (Albracht
2010)).

Bovine SMP and Hatefi’s Complex I (Hatefi et al. 1962)
react with NADPH. In SMP the rate of the NADPH→O2

reaction at pH 7.5 and 30°C amounts to 6 to 50 nmol
NADPH.min−1.mg−1 (Rydström et al. 1978; Hatefi 1973;
Hatefi and Hanstein 1973) depending on the type of SMP
preparation. This is 0.5% to 5% of the NADH→O2 reaction
rate. The reaction is strongly dependent on pH, being 35 to
40 times faster at pH 6 than at pH 9; the NADH-oxidation
rate varies only 2-fold (being maximal at pH 7) (Hatefi and
Hanstein 1973; Djavadi-Ohaniance and Hatefi 1975;
Rydström et al. 1978). It was initially proposed (Rydström
et al. 1978) that NADPH reacts only at the NADH-reaction
site. The negative charge of the 2′-phosphate group of
NADPH (pKa 6.1 (Galante and Hatefi 1979)) was supposed
to hinder its reaction at this site at neutral pH. The energy-
linked transhydrogenase was not involved, since its
inactivation by trypsin or butanedione had little effect on
the NADH- or NADPH-oxidation reactions. The Km values
of NADH and NADPH for the oxidation reactions differ by
two orders of magnitude (7 to 8 μM for NADH in SMP and
Hatefi’s Complex I, and 550 to 570 μM for NADPH in
SMP (Hatefi et al. 1962; Hatefi and Hanstein 1973;
Rydström et al. 1978)). The Km value for NADPH in the
transhydrogenase reaction is 20 μM (Rydström et al. 1971).

Rapid-mixing rapid-freezing experiments showed that all
Fe-S clusters from Complex I in SMP are completely
reduced within 6 ms (the dead time of the technique) both
at pH 8 and pH 6 and even at 4°C (Orme-Johnson et al.
1974a; Van Belzen and Albracht 1989). However, at both
pH values the rate, the pattern and the extent of reduction of
the Fe-S clusters by NADPH differ noticeably from that of
NADH. The rate of reduction of Fe-S clusters by NADPH
is nearly equally fast at pH 8 and pH 6 (reactions completed
in 30 to 50 ms at 22°C) (Bakker and Albracht 1986; Van
Belzen and Albracht 1989). This finding did not support the
proposal (Rydström et al. 1978) of protonation of the 2′-
phosphate group of NADPH as cause for the strong pH
dependence of its reaction with SMP. Besides the reports of
the groups of Hatefi, Rydström and Albracht referred to
above, there are no other papers dealing with the kinetics of
the reaction of Complex I with NADPH. The present report
provides new results on this topic, indicating the existence
of two pH-dependent switch points in Complex I involved
in electron transfer from NADPH to the Q-pool. Once
activated, the rate of electron transfer at one of these points
is apparently proportional to the proton concentration.

Until now the understanding of the reactions with
NADPH and the proposed models to explain them were
quite unsatisfactorily (Bakker and Albracht 1986; Van
Belzen and Albracht 1989; Albracht and De Jong 1997).
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Using the 3D structure of the hydrophilic domain of the T.
thermophilus Complex I (Sazanov and Hinchliffe 2006) as
a template, the present and previous results have been re-
interpreted. This leads to a working model where NADH
and NADPH react at opposite ends of the 90Å long
peripheral domain. Ubiquinone is proposed to react at the
TYKY subunit situated between the two dehydrogenase
modules. At neutral pH the contribution of the NADPH
oxidation catalyzed by the NADPH-dehydrogenase module
to the overall electron transfer in SMP is negligible. In
addition, it is questionable whether this module is involved
in the reduction of ubiquinone by NADH.

Other research groups, most of them studying non-
bovine systems, concluded that electron transfer from
NADH to Q proceeds via FMN in the 51-kDa subunit all
the way to the Fe-S cluster in the PSST subunit and from
there to ubiquinone (Ohnishi 1998; Walker 1992; Friedrich
2001; Yagi and Matsuno-Yagi 2003; Hinchliffe and
Sazanov 2005; Sazanov and Hinchliffe 2006; Zickermann
et al. 2009). Possible reasons for the discrepancy between
that view and the ones presented here are reviewed in the
accompanying paper.

Materials and methods

The experiments in this report have been performed in the
E.C. Slater Institute for Biochemical Research at the
University of Amsterdam in 1990 by R. van Belzen during
his graduate study under supervision of SPJA. They are
described in a Ph.D. thesis (Van Belzen 1991).

Materials

At the time, NADH and NADPH were purchased in the
purest form available from Boehringer (Mannheim, F.R.G.).
Succinate, MES, MOPS, N,N′-dicyclohexylcarbodi-imide
(DCCD) and cytochrome c (horse heart) came from Sigma
Chemical Co. (Deisenhofen, F.R.G.). Piericidin A, isolated
from Streptomyces mobaraensis (Singer 1979) and dis-
solved in ethanol, was a gift from Dr. S. de Vries.
Coenzyme Q1 was prepared by Mr. A.F. Hartog. All other
chemicals were of analytical grade.

Submitochondrial particles

Submitochondrial particles (SMP) were prepared by soni-
fication of bovine-heart mitochondria. The yield of particles
was important because the freeze-quench technique con-
sumes large amounts of material. The time of sonification
was therefore increased from 2 min (Löw and Vallin 1963)
to four times 2 min with continuous cooling in an ice-water
bath (and intermittent periods of 2 min to cool the sonifier

tip), using a Branson B-12 sonifier operating at 80% of its
maximal output. This led to an increase in temperature of the
suspension, sometimes to 30°C. In turn, this induced the
(reversible) de-activation of Complex I in oxidized SMP as
described byKotlyar andVinogradov (Kotlyar andVinogradov
1990) (see also (De Jong et al. 1994)). This de-activated state
manifests itself as a lag phase (few seconds) in the oxidation
of NADH, as first observed with horse-heart SMP (Minakami
et al. 1964). Because the extended sonification also
resulted in SMP without any respiratory control, a
situation not important for the present experiments, a
simple sonification medium was used of 0.25 M sucrose
and 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0).

Unless stated otherwise, the particles were treated with
butanedione in order to inactivate the transhydrogenase
activity (Van Belzen and Albracht 1989). Treatment with
DCCD was performed at 30°C by adding 400 mM DCCD
(dissolved in ethanol) to SMP (40 mg of protein per ml) in
0.25 M sucrose, 100 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0) to the desired
final DCCD concentration. At regular intervals samples were
drawn for activity measurements. The incubation was ended
by diluting the particles to 5 mg of protein per ml by adding
ice-cold buffer after which the particles were centrifuged for
30 min at 100,000 g and resuspended in a buffer without
DCCD. Suspensions of SMP with a low buffering capacity
were prepared by re-suspending centrifuged particles in
0.25 M sucrose, 1 mM butanedione (pH 8.0).

Activity assays

Assays for the oxidation activities of NADH, NADPH
and succinate were carried out polarographically at 30°C
as has been described (Van Belzen and Albracht 1989).
The titrations of NAD(P)H oxidation activities with the
inhibitor piericidin A were carried out as in (Van Belzen et
al. 1990). The NADH→Q1 reductase assay was carried
out at 30°C in 0.25 M sucrose, 100 mM Tris-HCl, 2 mM
KCN (pH 8.0) containing 75 μM Q1 and 0.5 mg of protein
per ml. The decrease of the absorption at 340 nm
was monitored after addition of 60 μM NADH. The
NADH→cytochrome c reductase assay was carried out at
30°C in the same buffer containing 40 μM cytochrome c
instead of Q1 and 0.1 mg of protein per ml. In this case the
increase of the absorption at 550 nm was monitored after
addition of 60 μM NADH. Protein concentrations were
determined by the biuret method (Gornall et al. 1949;
Cleland and Slater 1953).

Freeze-quench experiments

Rapid-mixing rapid-freezing experiments were performed
at room temperature (22°C) as described (Van Belzen and
Albracht 1989). Mixing in a mixing chamber was always
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on a 1:1 (v/v) basis. Concentrated SMP suspensions (60–
80 mg/ml) were mixed with 10 mM NADPH in buffers
indicated in the figures. Maximal development of the
signals was induced by mixing with 10 mM NADH; in
this case equally strong signals were obtained in the pH
range 5.5 to 8.3. In order to prevent formation of air
bubbles, the SMP suspensions were warmed to room
temperature (and air bubbles were removed by short
centrifugation at 1000× g) before filling the syringe. After
that, it usually took at least 15 min before the first reaction
could be started. This procedure promoted the further
reversible de-activation of Complex I.

EPR spectrometry

EPR spectrometry and determination of spin concentrations
were performed as described (Albracht 1980). The various
signals were recorded as in previous studies (Bakker and
Albracht 1986; Van Belzen and Albracht 1989) with the
following sample temperatures and microwave powers
incident to the cavity. For the N1b signal, 45 K and
2 mW; for the N2 signal, 17 K and 0.2 mW; for the N3 and
N4 signals, 9 K and 20 mW. The weak N3 and N4 signals
had to be recorded under slightly saturating conditions in
order to obtain an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio. The
amplitudes of the 1.94, 1.92, 1.88 and 1.86 lines were
determined (see Fig. 1) relative to those obtained after
optimal reduction by NADH. No changes in the lineshapes
of the EPR spectra could be detected after DCCD
treatment.

Results

In the present paper the term ‘Complex I’ is used for the
enzyme in membrane preparations and for purified prepa-
rations that catalyze an inhibitor-sensitive (rotenone or
piericidin A) NADH→quinone activity without any recon-
stitution efforts. Preparations without this activity are called
‘NADH dehydrogenase’, even although inhibitor-sensitive
quinone reductase activity can often be induced by
treatment with phospholipids.

Nomenclature of the Fe-S clusters and of the EPR signals
from Complex I

These names have changed over time (for overview see
(Ohnishi 1998)). Presently, the two binuclear clusters are
called N1a and N1b, while the cubane clusters are named
N2, N3, N4, N5, N6a, N6b and N7 (Sazanov and Hinchliffe
2006). Cluster N7 is absent in eukaryotic enzymes. In the
bovine enzyme cluster N1a cannot be reduced by NADH
(Ohnishi 1975).

The EPR spectrum of the NADH-reduced bovine
enzyme is made up of four main signals, the signals N1b,
N2, N3 and N4. A fifth minor signal (N5), first detected in
the bovine enzyme (Albracht 1974; Ohnishi 1975; Beinert
and Albracht 1982) and later in the enzyme from Para-
coccus denitrificans (Yano et al. 2003), is not detected in
the yeasts Candida utilis (Albracht and Subramanian 1977),
Pichia angusta and Pichia pastoris (Bridges et al. 2009).
The assignment of the four main signals to the seven Fe-S
clusters in the bovine enzyme is still a matter of debate. A

2.1 2.0 1.9
g value

A

B

C

Fig. 1 Lineshapes of the four apparent EPR signals from NADH-
reduced bovine-heart Complex I (Hatefi’s Complex I). A Lineshape of
signal N1b as observed at 45 K. B Overall lineshape as observed at
9 K under non-saturating conditions. C Enlarged lineshape of the 1.88
and 1.86 lines. The positions of the g values of each signal are
indicated with blue lines. The parameters for simulation of the
lineshapes (Albracht et al. 1977; Hearshen et al. 1981) were as
follows: for the N1b signal, g1,2,3=2.023, 1.941, 1.924 and widths
(1,2,3)=1.05, 1.25, 2.1 mT; for the N2 signal, g1,2,3=2.0538, 1.925,
1.925 and widths(1,2,3)=1.0, 1.6, 1.6 mT; for the N3 signal, g1,2,3=
2.037, 1.9263, 1.863 and widths(1,2,3)=2.5, 1.4, 3.0 mT; for the N4
signal, g1,2,3=2.103, 1.938, 1.884 and widths(1,2,3)=2.4, 1.9, 1.9 mT.
In spectrum B the relative intensity of the N1b signal was taken half
that of the other signals, this in accordance with extensive determi-
nations of the relative spin concentration of the N1b signal (Albracht
et al. 1977, 1979; Van Belzen et al. 1992). The red vertical arrows
indicate how the redox behaviour of the four signals is measured via
the amplitudes of their main lines at 1.94 (N1b), 1.92 (N2), 1.88 (N4)
and 1.86 (N3). Note that these arrows solely indicate the amplitudes of
the several lines and not the position of the relevant g values.
Experimental EPR spectra obtained with freeze-quench experiments
have been published before and can be found in e.g. (Bakker and
Albracht 1986) for the 1.94, 1.88 and 1.86 lines and in Fig. 7 of (De
Jong et al. 1994) for the 1.92 line. For normal high-quality
experimental lineshapes see e.g. (Albracht et al. 1977; Hearshen et
al. 1981; Beinert and Albracht 1982)
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schematic overview of the EPR signals, and the method
used in the present and previous papers to monitor their
kinetic behaviour, is displayed in Fig. 1.

Recently, the group of Hirst proposed a nomenclature for
the clusters based on their nuclearity (2Fe or 4Fe), the
subunit location (using the E. coli designation) and Cys-
ligand composition (C for four Cys, and H for three Cys
and one His ligand) (Yakovlev et al. 2007). In this notation
the clusters N1a and N1b were called 2Fe[E] and 2Fe[G],
respectively. One year later yet another nomenclature,
based on the subunit designation of the bovine enzyme,
led to designations as 2Fe[24] and 2Fe[75] for the clusters
N1a and N1b, respectively (Reda et al. 2008). For
simplicity, the present paper will refer to the eight clusters
as clusters a to h. Table 1 summarises the cluster
designations and Fig. 2 shows the clusters a to h in the T.
thermophilus structure. Figure 2 also includes details about
the proposals based on the experiments described below.
Note that the proposed reaction sites of NADH and
NADPH are at opposite ends of the chain of redox groups
and that Q10 is proposed to react deep inside the
hydrophilic domain.

Uncertainties in the assignments of g-value sets to the four
EPR signals

In the Amsterdam group the total spin concentration
represented by the EPR spectrum of Hatefi’s Complex I
reduced with NADH was found to be seven times the spin
concentration of the signal of cluster N1b (Albracht et al.

1977; Albracht et al. 1979; Van Belzen et al. 1992; Finel
et al. 1994; Albracht and De Jong 1997). This means that
the spectrum receives contributions from one [2Fe-2S]
cluster (N1b) and six [4Fe-4S] clusters; thus all clusters,
except N1a, are EPR detectable. Kinetic studies with
NADPH showed that the 1.92 line (from signal N2), the
1.88 line (from signal N4) and the 1.86 line (from signal
N3) each receive contributions from two kinetically-distinct
[4Fe-4S] clusters (Albracht 1982; Bakker and Albracht
1986; Albracht and Bakker 1986; Van Belzen and Albracht
1989). The presence in the EPR spectrum of signals from

Table 1 Nomenclature of the prosthetic groups in bovine Complex
I—The designation used in the present paper is in column 1 (see Fig. 2
for spatial overview). The location of FMN-a has not yet been
confirmed experimentally. Column 4 gives the names used in the T.
thermophilus structure (Sazanov and Hinchliffe 2006)

1 Name 2 Group 3 Subunit 4 Name

FMN-b FMN 51 kDa FMN

FMN-a FMN PSST –

a [2Fe-2S] 24 kDa N1a

b [4Fe-4S] 51 kDa N3

c [2Fe-2S] 75 kDa N1b

d [4Fe-4S]p 75 kDa N4

e [4Fe-4S]q 75 kDa N5

f [4Fe-4S]r TYKY N6a

g [4Fe-4S]s TYKY N6b

h [4Fe-4S] PSST N2

Superscripts: p , cluster with four Cys ligands; q , cluster with three Cys
ligands and one His ligand; r , cluster in the TYKY subunit closest to the
75-kDa subunit; s , cluster in the TYKY subunit closest to the PSST
subunit.

a

b

d
c

e

f

g

h

FMN-a

NADPH

NADH

g3 = 1.88

g3 = 1.88

g3 = 1.86

g3 = 1.86

g2,3 = 1.92

g2,3 = 1.92

ND1 DCCD
piericidin

piericidin

FMN-b

g2,3 = 1.94

Q10

Fig. 2 Working model of the reactions of bovine-heart Complex I with
NADH and NADPH, and assignment of EPR signals to the Fe-S
clusters as proposed in this paper, using the structure of the
hydrophilic domain of the enzyme from T. thermophilus (PDB entry
2fug (Sazanov and Hinchliffe 2006)) as a template. Cluster N7 is
omitted, as this is absent in the bovine enzyme. NADH reacts at FMN-
b and further electron transfer proceeds via clusters b, c and d.
NADPH delivers its hydride at FMN-a, which is proposed to be bound
to the conserved flavodoxin fold in the PSST subunit. At pH 8
electrons from FMN-a flow rapidly into the Fe-S clusters h (PSST)
and g (TYKY), but not any further (thin red arrow) and they cannot
reach Q10. A pH of 6 unlocks electron transfer (at the position of the
thin red arrow) to the clusters f (TYKY) and e (75 kDa) and to
ubiquinone. A wide hydrophobic cleft allows Q10 (Sazanov and
Hinchliffe 2006) (and piericidin A) to enter the enzyme. It is proposed
here that Q10 reacts close to cluster f. Rotenone and piericidin A can
bind to the hydrophobic ND1 subunit as well as close to a site in the
49-kDa subunit, the site structurally equivalent to that of the Ni-Fe site
in [NiFe]-hydrogenases (thick red arrows). N,N′-dicyclohexylcarbodi-
imide (DCCD) binds specifically to the ND1 subunit. The position
and size of the ND1 subunit are arbitrary. Thin green arrows indicate
fast electrons transfer between the Fe-S clusters when electrons enter
via FMN-a. See text for further details
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one 2Fe cluster and six 4Fe clusters creates some
uncertainties in previously used g-value assignments. The
original assignment was based on the assumption that each
of the four apparent EPR signals (N1b, N2, N3 and N4)
represented a specific Fe-S cluster (likewise called N1b,
N2, N3 and N4). For two signals, the N1b and N2 signals,
the assignment of g values (indicated as blue lines in Fig. 1)
is straightforward because these signals can be easily
monitored without much interference of other signals (see
e.g. (Ohnishi 1975; Albracht et al. 1977; Beinert and
Albracht 1982; Ohnishi 1998)). As, according to repeated
measurements in the Amsterdam group, the N2 signal in the
bovine enzyme represents a spin concentration twice that of
the N1b signal (Albracht et al. 1977; Albracht et al. 1979;
Van Belzen et al. 1992), it follows that it is caused by two
clusters with (at X-band and even at Q-band (Albracht
1974; Albracht 1984)) indistinguishable EPR signals.

The N3 and N4 signals each have an intensity equal to
that of the N2 signal (Beinert and Albracht 1982; Ohnishi
1998). Hence also these signals each represent two spins
per Complex I. Thus, the 1.88 line as well as the 1.86 line
each receive contributions from two different clusters.
Assignment of proper g-value sets to the rhombic and
broad N3 and N4 signals is difficult because they are nearly
always overlapped by the much sharper N1b and N2 signals
(Fig. 1). The N3 and N4 signals can be monitored by two
apparent g1 (gz) lines (one at 2.10 and the other at 2.04) and
two g3 (gx) lines (one at 1.88 and the other at 1.86). The g2
(gy) lines in the g=1.93 to 1.94 region are masked by
overlap of the much more intense lines of the N1b and N2
signals. In theory, the lineshape of the combined N3 and N4
signals, representing four different Fe-S clusters, can be
obtained by eight different combinations of the two g1, two
g2 and two g3 values.

Experimental indications for assigning the g1 line at 2.10
to two different Fe-S cluster with different g3 lines and
quite different midpoint potentials have been reported in the
1970s. In Hatefi’s Complex I, one cluster, with a relatively
high potential, was assigned to have g1=2.100 and g3=
1.886, while another one, with a relatively low potential,
was thought to have g1=2.103 and g3=1.862 (Orme-
Johnson et al. 1971; Orme-Johnson et al. 1974a; Beinert
and Albracht 1982). Also in redox titrations with pigeon-
heart SMP it was found that the 2.1 line received
contributions from two clusters with quite different mid-
point potentials (−240 mV and−410 mV) and slightly
different g3 lines (Ohnishi 1975). Together these findings
imply that also the g1=2.037 line, which was recognized
later (Albracht et al. 1977; Ohnishi 1979), has contributions
from two clusters with different g3 lines, one with g3=1.88
and the other with g3=1.86.

Simulations based on these possibilities show that the
amplitudes of the 1.88 or 1.86 lines change by at most 15%

when the g1 value in a g-value set is shifted from 2.10 to
2.037 (not shown). So, in theory the relative contributions
of the two individual signals to the amplitude of the 1.88
line may deviate from a strict 50/50 distribution; the same
holds for the 1.86 line. However, in experimental spectra of
these broad signals, in particular in the rather noisy spectra
from freeze-quench experiments with SMP (Bakker and
Albracht 1986), such small effects will be difficult to detect.
Thus, such simulations cannot be used to distinguish
between the eight possible combinations of g values
mentioned above. Instead, the N3 and N4 lineshapes
simulated with the conventional two sets of g values (as
used for trace B of Fig. 1) are sufficient to describe the
main signals.

The pH dependence of the NAD(P)H→O2 reactions

Figure 3a shows the steady-state rates of oxidation by O2 of
NADH and NADPH catalyzed by butanedione-treated SMP
at different pH values. The butanedione treatment inhibits
the transhydrogenase reaction by 99% (Djavadi-Ohaniance
and Hatefi 1975; Van Belzen and Albracht 1989). At
pH 5.5 the rates of oxidation of NADH and NADPH are
equal. The experiments confirm the observation that the
large increase of the NADPH oxidation reaction from pH 8.5
to pH 5.7 is not due to the action of transhydrogenase
(Djavadi-Ohaniance and Hatefi 1975; Rydström et al. 1978).
It is in agreement with the notion that Complex I is directly
involved in the rotenone- and piericidin-A-sensitive NADPH
oxidation.

To visualise the results of the freeze-quench experiments
in this paper, the structure in Fig. 2 is reduced to the
modular one shown in Fig. 3b. It was earlier established
that at pH 8 only 50% of the 1.92 line in bovine SMP could
be induced by NADPH; this level was reached in 50 ms and
did not change at longer times. The reaction was not
affected by the presence of rotenone, the absence of O2 or
the absence of Q10 (Van Belzen and Albracht 1989). Also at
pH 6.2 NADPH induced 50% of the 1.92 and 1.86 lines.
However, in this case the presence rotenone or the absence
of Q10 resulted in the appearance of 80% to 100% of the
lines within 30 ms. The 1.94 line (N1b, cluster c) remained
always less than 50% of its NADH-induced amplitude
(Bakker and Albracht 1986; Albracht and Bakker 1986;
Van Belzen and Albracht 1989). To further investigate the
effects of pH, the following experiments were performed.

Reduction of SMP by NADPH at pH 8 and the effects
of a subsequent pH jump from 8 to 6.2

For this purpose a three-syringe experiment was performed.
First, SMP (syringe 1) were mixed with NADPH (syringe
2), both in aerobic media at pH 8.0 with a low buffering
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capacity, and the reaction was allowed to continue for
1000 ms. Then a concentrated buffer of pH 6.2 was
introduced from a third syringe and the reaction was
followed in time (Fig. 4a). The reaction with NADPH at
pH 8.0 resulted in the appearance of ca. 40% of the 1.92
and 1.86 lines and only 20% of the 1.94 and 1.88 lines. As
mentioned above, this level of reduction is the same as
obtained with NADPH under anaerobic conditions or in
Q10-depleted SMP and it is not affected by rotenone (Van
Belzen and Albracht 1989). When the pH was changed (at
time zero in the plot) the 1.92 and 1.86 lines fully
developed in ca. 280 ms and then decreased to 50% after
800 ms. The 1.88 line increased from 20% to 70% and then
decreased to 40% of its maximal amplitude. The 1.94 line
increased somewhat in the first 100 ms and then remained
nearly constant.

The maximal 1.92 and 1.86 lines, as obtained with
NADH, each represent 2 spins per Complex I. This means
that at pH 8 NADPH reduces approximately two clusters
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Fig. 4 Reduction of Complex I in SMP by NADPH at pH 8 and the
effects of a subsequent pH jump from 8 to 6.2. A Three-syringe
experiment in which syringe 1 contained SMP suspended in 0.25 M
sucrose, 1 mM butanedione (pH 8.0), syringe 2 held 10 mM NADPH,
0.25 M sucrose (pH 8.0), and syringe 3 was filled with 0.25 M sucrose,
300 mM MES-KOH (pH 6.2). All syringes started to move at the same
time. The tubing connecting mixing chamber I with mixing chamber II
was calibrated for a reaction time of 1000ms. The moment of the pH jump
was chosen as the zero time in the figure. The maximal obtainable signal
amplitudes were determined by replacing NADPH by NADH in syringe 2
and choosing a reaction time of 29 ms after the pH jump. The block
schemes below the figure represent the interpretation of the results. Left,
redox states at the start of the pH jump, i.e. after a reaction of the particles
with NADPH at pH 8.0 for 1000 ms. Centre, the redox states 280 ms after
the pH jump. Right, the redox states 800 ms after the pH jump. B The
same experiment, except for the fact that syringe 1 also contained 45 μM
rotenone. The block schemes indicate the interpretation of the results.
Left: redox states at the start of the pH jump. Right: redox states from
200 ms onwards. Plotted are the amplitudes of the 1.94 line (circles), the
1.92 line (squares), the 1.88 line (x signs) and the 1.86 line (triangles),
measured as indicated in Fig. 1. In the block schemes, the clusters a and
c (rectangles) are [2Fe-2S] clusters, while the other ones (squares) are
[4Fe-4S] clusters. Open symbols: oxidized clusters; filled symbols:
reduced clusters; shaded symbols: cluster population partly reduced
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per Complex I, one with a 1.92 line and the other with a
1.86 line. This level of reduction is reached within 50 ms
(Bakker and Albracht 1986; Van Belzen and Albracht
1989). Figure 4a shows that this reduction level remains
unaltered up to 1000 ms. It has been demonstrated by point
mutations of conserved Cys residues that both clusters in
the TYKY subunit of Rhodobacter capsulatus Complex I in
plasma membranes reduced with NADH display an EPR
signal with g2,3=1.92 (Chevallet et al. 2003). Because
clusters with a 1.88 line or a 1.94 line (cluster N1b) were
only reduced to 20% (Fig. 4a) it is concluded that NADPH
does not react at the NADH site. Instead, it is proposed that
in the bovine enzyme at pH 8 NADPH reacts with FMN-a
and that the clusters h (representing half of the 1.86 line)
and f (representing half or the 1.92 line) are reduced (see
block scheme in Fig. 4a). Figure 3a shows that under
steady-state conditions, i.e. with SMP containing active
Complex I, there is nearly no electron transfer from
NADPH to O2 at pH 8.

Although Complex I in the SMP used in Fig. 4a was in
the de-activated state (see Materials and methods), the
reduction by NADH of all Fe-S clusters was completed
within 6 ms, just as in SMP with active Complex I (De
Jong and Albracht 1994). This is in agreement with the
proposal (Kotlyar and Vinogradov 1990) that in the de-
activated enzyme the reoxidation of the NADH-reduced
Complex I by Q10 is not functional, leading to a lag time in
the NADH→Q10 activity as first observed in 1964
(Minakami et al. 1964). With this in mind, it is proposed
that the increase and subsequent decrease of the 1.92 and
1.86 lines in Fig. 4a were caused by activation phenomena
in the NADPH-reduced Complex I, induced by the change
of pH from 8.0 to 6.2 (see block schemes in Fig. 4a).
Apparently, the low pH first unlocked electron transfer
from cluster g to cluster f in the TYKY subunit (both with a
1.92 line). In agreement with previous experiments (Van
Belzen and Albracht 1989), the amplitudes of the 1.92 and
1.86 lines changed in an identical way. It is therefore
proposed that the cluster in the 75-kDa subunit nearest to
cluster f, i.e. cluster e, is responsible for the increase of the
1.86 line induced at pH 6.2. From the remaining four
unassigned clusters, cluster a cannot be reduced by NADH
(Ohnishi 1998) and so the [2Fe-2S] cluster c is responsible for
the 1.94 line. This leaves the clusters b and d to account for
contributions to the 1.88 line. Because the NADH-induced
1.88 line represents two spins per Complex I, it is proposed
that the pH-dependent increase of the 1.88 line in Fig. 4a
mainly represents the cluster nearest to cluster e, i.e. cluster d,
although a contribution of cluster b cannot be excluded.

Thus, the pH jump from 8 to 6.2 resulted in the extra
reduction by NADPH of three clusters. This event was
followed by the re-oxidation of the clusters f and e (and part
of the clusters contributing to the 1.88 line, i.e. the clusters

d and/or b; see block schemes in Fig. 4a). Because electrons
started to disappear from Complex I after 280 ms, it is
assumed that electron transfer to the Q-pool became
unlocked. At 800 ms and pH 6.2 the clusters g and
h remained reduced, whereas the clusters f and e were
reoxidised. This implies that in active Complex I the rate-
limiting step in the steady-state NADPH→O2 oxidation
reaction at pH 6.2 is the transfer of electrons from cluster g
to cluster f. At 800 ms, 40% of the 1.94 and 1.88 lines
remained present. This shows that, for unknown reasons,
electrons from the clusters b, c and d cannot reach the Q-
pool under the used conditions.

To verify the interpretation of Fig. 4a, the experiment
was repeated with rotenone added to the syringe with the
SMP (Fig. 4b). The traces show that the inhibitor did not
affect the reaction of NADPH with SMP at pH 8.0, i.e. the
degree of reduction at 1000 ms (zero time in the plot). Nor
did rotenone affect the increase in amplitude of the lines
after the pH jump (except for a slight effect on the 1.88 line
in the 200 to 300 ms region). However, rotenone prevented
the decrease of the lines, a decrease seen in Fig. 4a. It is
concluded that the inhibitor blocks electron transfer from
the clusters to the Q-pool.

In combination with Fig. 3a, the results in Fig. 4 show
that at pH 8 electron transfer from the clusters h and g (and
FMN-a) to ubiquinone is nearly absent. They suggest that
electron transfer from NADPH at pH 6.2 proceeds via the
sequence of the clusters h→g→f→e. They also imply that
for transfer of electrons to the Q pool, additional reduction
of the clusters f plus e is required; the transfer to Q10 is
blocked by rotenone. The apparent pH-dependent switch in
electron transfer from cluster g to cluster f in the TYKY
subunits is indicated by a thin red arrow in Fig. 2.

Activation of Complex I in oxidized SMP by a pH jump
from 8 to 6.2

To test the effects of pH 6.2 on oxidized SMP, a three-
syringe experiment was performed where the pH of the
oxidized SMP was first altered from 8.0 to 6.2. After
100 ms, an excess of NADPH was added. This is shown in
Fig. 5. The level of appearance of the 1.92 and 1.86 lines at
280 ms was much less than that in the experiments of
Fig. 4. After 400 ms the amplitudes of all lines was nearly
the same as that observed in Fig. 4a at 800 ms. This can be
explained by assuming that during the 100 ms at 6.2
Complex I in oxidized SMP started to convert already from
a de-activated state into an activated state. This activation
proceeded after mixing with NADPH, finally resulting in
both a rapid electron transfer from cluster g to cluster f and
a (more rapid) one from clusters f plus e to Q10. The
experiment is in agreement with the notion that the transfer
of electrons from cluster g to cluster f is rate limiting in
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steady-state oxidation of NADPH by O2 catalyzed by SMP
at pH 6.2.

Striking differences between the pH-dependent kinetic
redox behaviour of the clusters f plus e and the clusters b, c
and d upon reaction of SMP with NADPH

Figure 4 shows that the kinetics and the extent of
appearance of the 1.94 (cluster c) and 1.88 (clusters b plus
d) lines induced by NADPH clearly differ from those of the
1.92 (clusters f plus g) and 1.86 (clusters e plus h) lines.
Figure 6 shows an experiment where these differences are
particularly clear. Submitochondrial particles in a rotenone-
containing medium (pH 8.0) with a low buffering capacity
were mixed with NADPH dissolved in a concentrated
buffer that determined the final pH after mixing. The
reaction, carried out at pH values between 5.5 and 8.3, was
quenched after 100 ms. Up to half (average of 40%) of the
lines at 1.92 and 1.86 developed within 100 ms in the pH
region 7.75 to 8.3. Full appearance of these lines occurred
between pH 5.5 and 7.2.

The amplitudes of the 1.92 and 1.86 lines showed a
sharp change around pH 7.5. The behaviour of the 1.94 and
1.88 lines was completely different; both lines gradually
increased with decreasing pH. Hence, it is concluded that

under the used conditions the clusters b, c and d are not in
rapid redox equilibrium with any of the clusters h, g, f or e.
Inconsistent and unexplained behaviour of the 1.88 line,
and in particular of the 1.94 line, has also been observed in
previous experiments with NADPH (Bakker and Albracht
1986; Van Belzen and Albracht 1989).

Figure 6 also shows that in the pH range 5.5 to 7.2 the
clusters h, g, f and e were, within error, completely reduced
after 100 ms. Thus, the transfer of electrons from cluster g
to cluster f was unlocked under these conditions; rotenone
prevented further transfer to ubiquinone.
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concentrated buffers: 200 mM MES-KOH (pH 5.5 to 6.6), 200 mM
MOPS-KOH (pH 6.8 to 7.75) or 200 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.75 to 8.3).
The maximal obtainable signal amplitudes were determined by
replacing NADPH by NADH; in this case the levels of reduction
were not pH dependent. The data points in the figure are the results of
experiments with two separate batches of SMP (one of which was also
used for the experiment in Fig. 3a) prepared from the same stock of
mitochondria. With each batch, experiments at a certain pH value
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prepared in air and all handlings were in air as well. The block
schemes indicate the interpretation of the results. Left: reduction with
NADPH at pH 7.75 to 8.3. Right: reduction with NADPH at pH 5.5 to
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Fig. 5 Activation of Complex I in oxidized SMP by a pH jump from
8 to 6.2. a Three-syringe experiment in which syringe 1 contained
SMP suspended in 0.25 M sucrose, 1 mM butanedione (pH 8.0),
syringe 2 held 0.25 M sucrose, 300 mM MES-KOH (pH 6.2) and
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time in the plot. The block schemes indicate the interpretation of the
results. Left: redox states just before the addition of NADPH. Right:
redox states at 280 ms and onwards. All symbols are the same as in
Fig. 4
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The effect of N,N′-dicyclohexylcarbodi-imide (DCCD)
on electron transfer in Complex I

DCCD, which readily reacts with carboxyl groups, inhibits
the proton-translocation activities of several mitochondrial
enzyme complexes. At concentrations two orders of
magnitude higher than those required for inhibition of
ATP synthase (Beechey et al. 1966; Beechey et al. 1967), it
can inhibit the oxidation of NADH in uncoupled bovine
SMP nearly completely without affecting the succinate
oxidation (Beyer et al. 1972). From kinetic (hand mixing)
EPR experiments and from measurements of the steady-
state reduction of the Q pool in bovine-heart SMP (pH 7.5),
it was concluded that the site of inhibition of DCCD was
between the Fe-S clusters and Q10 (Beyer et al. 1972;
Krishnamoorthy and Hinkle 1988). Its effect on the
NADPH oxidation has never been reported. This was
studied in the following experiments.

Incubation of (non-coupled) SMP with 6 mM DCCD led
to an inhibition of 95% or more of the NADH→O2,
NADH→cytochrome c and NADH→Q1 reactions (Fig. 7).
The succinate→O2 activity was inhibited by 12 to 13% and
this was not dependent on the concentration of DCCD in
the range of 0.1 to 6 mM. Hence, the used DCCD
concentrations did not inhibit the Complexes III or IV.
Pre-treatment of the SMP with butanedione did not
influence the effects of DCCD. With NADH all Fe-S
clusters in Complex I were fully reduced within 6 ms, even
at 4°C (not shown). This confirms and extends earlier
experiments involving reaction times which were longer by
more than three orders of magnitude (Beyer et al. 1972;
Krishnamoorthy and Hinkle 1988). Thus, at a 6 ms time
scale, DCCD does not interfere with NADH-induced
electron transfer between the Fe-S clusters in Complex I
and this is in agreement with the notion that DCCD inhibits
transfer of electrons between the Fe-S clusters and
ubiquinone.

The effects of DCCD on the reactions of NADPH at
pH 8 and 6.2 with SMP pre-treated with butanedione are
shown in Fig. 8. At pH 8.0, when there is hardly any
electron transfer from NADPH to O2 even in the absence of
DCCD, full reduction of the clusters h and g and partial
reduction of clusters c and d was observed, consistent with
the results up to now. At pH 6.2, however, the clusters d to
h were nearly fully reduced within 30 ms (and cluster c was
reduced to 30%). In particular the appearance of the
amplitudes of the 1.92 and 1.86 lines is directly comparable
to similar experiments at pH 6.2 in which rotenone was
present, or where Q10-depleted SMP were used (Van Belzen
and Albracht 1989). It is concluded that reoxidation of the
clusters f and e by the Q-pool is inhibited by DCCD.

It has been reported that DCCD binds mainly to the ND1
subunit in Hatefi’s Complex I (Yagi 1987; Yagi and Hatefi

1988). The labelling was not affected by the complete
inhibition by rotenone, although the ND1 subunit can bind
this inhibitor as well (Earley and Ragan 1984; Earley et al.
1987). Also piericidin A can bind to ND1 (Murai et al.
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Fig. 7 The inhibition of several NADH-oxidation activities catalyzed
by SMP (not treated with butanedione) by the incubation with DCCD
at pH 8.0 and 30°C. A Effect on the NADH→O2 reaction (maximal
activity 1235 nmol of NADH per min per mg of protein). B Effect on
the NADH→cytochrome c reaction (maximal activity 920 nmol of
cytochrome c per min per mg protein). (C) Effect on the NADH→Q1

reaction (maximal activity 735 nmol of NADH per min per mg
protein). The assays were performed as described in the section
Materials and methods. Activity of untreated SMP (open circles) or
treated with 0.5 mM DCCD (circles with dot), 1 mM DCCD (circles
with horizontal bar), 2 mM DCCD (circles with vertical bar), 4 mM
DCCD (circles with + sign) or 6 mM DCCD (circles with x sign)
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2007). Figure 9 shows that the binding of DCCD had no
effect on the binding of piericidin A. The number of
piericidin A molecules required for maximal inhibition of
the NADH→O2 activity was equal to the number of spins
represented by the 1.92 line (clusters f plus g), i.e. two per
Complex I. This is in accordance with binding studies of

the 14C-labelled inhibitor to SMP (Gutman et al. 1970).
When 35 μM NADPH was present during the pre-
incubation with piericidin A, the DCCD-treated SMP
required only one molecule of piericidin A per Complex I
to fully inhibit the initial NADH→O2 reaction, although the
steady-state reaction was 50% inhibited (not shown). These
results are the same as earlier found for the inhibition by
piericidin A of the NADH oxidation catalyzed by SMP in
the absence of DCCD (Van Belzen et al. 1990).

Discussion

The conclusions from the freeze-quench experiments led to
the working hypothesis presented in Fig. 2. It is proposed
that NADH and NADPH, which have standard redox
potentials differing by only 5 mV (Hatefi and Yamaguchi
1996), react at opposite ends of the chain of redox groups
and that Q10 reacts in between the two dehydrogenase
modules close to cluster f. The model is consistent with
optical experiments at neutral pH from the time that the
cubane clusters were not yet discovered. NADH causes a
maximal bleaching of the yellow colour (450 to 475 nm
region) of Hatefi’s Complex I under aerobic conditions
(Hatefi 1968). In the presence of rotenone the bleaching is
ca. 50% (Hatefi 1968), although, as measured later on
(Beinert and Albracht 1982), the reduction of the Fe-S
clusters is not affected. Subsequent addition of NADPH
leads to 100% bleaching. The additional bleaching is thus
caused by reduction of a yellow non-Fe chromophore. In
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Fig. 8 Reduction by NADPH of
Complex I in SMP pre-treated
with butanedione, and subse-
quently with 6 mM DCCD for
60 min. This was a two-syringe
experiment. A Kinetics in
0.25 M sucrose, 100 mM Tris-
HCl, 1 mM butanedione (pH
8.0). B Kinetics in 0.25 M su-
crose, 100 mM MES-KOH
buffer and 1 mM butanedione
(pH 6.2). The NADPH concen-
tration in syringe 2 was 10 mM.
The block schemes indicate the
interpretation of the results.
Left: redox states at 50 ms and
onwards after mixing with
NADPH at pH 8.0. Right: redox
states at 30 ms and onwards
after mixing with NADPH at pH
6.2. All symbols are the same as
in Fig. 4
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Fig. 9 Titration with piericidin A of the steady-state NADH→O2

reaction catalyzed by SMP treated with different concentrations of
DCCD. The activities are shown relative to that of untreated SMP
(1065 nmol of NADH per min per mg of protein at pH 8.0 and 30°C).
Open circles, not treated by DCCD; circles with dot, treated with
0.125 mM DCCD for 30 min; circles with horizontal bar, treated with
1 mM DCCD for 30 min; circles with vertical bar, treated with 2 mM
DCCD for 30 min; circles with + sign, treated with 4 mM DCCD for
30 min; circles with x sign, treated with 4 mM DCCD for 60 min. The
absolute spin concentration represented by the N2 EPR signal from
the SMP was determined (Albracht et al. 1979; Van Belzen et al.
1990) and the Complex I concentration was taken as half that value
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turn, NADPH alone induces a 50% bleaching not affected
by rotenone; subsequent addition of NADH extends the
bleaching to 100%. Such observations were also made with
SMP (Hatefi and Hanstein 1973). It is proposed here that
the NADPH-induced bleaching is due to FMN-a in the
PSST subunit.

Ragan measured the bleaching at 450 nm of Hatefi’s
Complex I with NADPH in air (50% bleaching) and under
near anaerobic conditions (91% bleaching). Various levels
of bleaching could also be obtained with an adjustable
NADH-generating system. Hence, it was concluded that the
50% bleaching by NADPH can be explained by “autoxi-
dation of an enzyme component at a higher rate than its
reduction by NADPH” (Ragan 1976). It is proposed here
that this component is FMN-b. Thus, in addition to its rapid
reaction site at FMN-a, NADPH can also input electrons at
FMN-b at a rate slower than the rate of auto-oxidation of
reduced FMN-b by O2. This is in line with the finding that
in Singer’s NADH dehydrogenase the N1b EPR signal
(from cluster c) can be completely induced with NADPH
under anaerobic conditions if one waits long enough (half-
time 20 s at 22°C) (Beinert et al. 1965). Apparently, this
extremely slow reduction proceeds via FMN-b.

Pyridine-nucleotide binding sites in Complex I

Both the 51-kDa subunit (Pilkington et al. 1991) and 39-
kDa subunit (Fearnley and Walker 1992) from the bovine
enzyme contain a β-sheet:α-helix:β-sheet nucleotide bind-
ing fold. The motif in the 51-kDa subunit is conserved in
homologous subunits of N. crassa, Y. lipolytica, P.
denitrificans and E. coli and the homologous HoxF
subunit of the soluble NAD+-reducing [NiFe]-hydroge-
nase from Ralstonia eutropha. This is the NADH-binding
site. In the T. thermophilus enzyme the nicotinamide ring
of the bound NADH is positioned on top of the
isoalloxazine ring of FMN, like in many other pyridine-
nucleotide-binding flavoenzymes (Berrisford and Sazanov
2009). Also the motif in the 39-kDa subunit is conserved
in homologous subunits of the non-mammalian mitochon-
drial enzymes. The (hydrophobic) 39-kDa subunit from
the bovine enzyme can bind to an NADP+-agarose column
and can be eluted with NADPH (Yamaguchi et al. 1998).
This subunit did not bind NAD(H). The NADH dehydro-
genases from N. crassa and Y. lipolytica contain a tightly-
bound NADPH molecule; mutation studies indicated that
also in this case the presumable binding site is the 39-kDa
subunit (Schulte et al. 1999; Abdrakhmanova et al. 2006).
Although the N. crassa enzyme oxidizes NADPH in air at
a very low rate, the bound NADPH is not oxidized
(Schulte et al. 1999). An homologous subunit is appar-
ently missing in some prokaryotic enzymes ((Schulte et al.
1999) and a search in the UniProtKB database). It has not

been established whether the 39-kDa subunit is essential
for the reaction of Complex I with NADPH.

Photoaffinity labelling studies with NAD(H), NADP(H)
and ADP showed that five polypeptides in Hatefi’s
Complex I can be marked. They have apparent molecular
masses of 51, 42, 39, 30 and 18 to 20 kDa (gel
electrophoresis) (Yamaguchi et al. 2000). The 51 and 30-
kDa polypeptides became labelled with all three nucleo-
tides, while the 42-kDa one mainly reacted with NAD(H),
but not NADP(H). The 39-kDa polypeptide did not react
with NADP(H) unless 2% Trition X-100 was added to
Complex I; it did not react with NAD(H). The 18 to 20-kDa
polypeptide was the only one that reacted exclusively with
NADPH. In earlier publications (Belogrudov and Hatefi
1994; Belogrudov and Hatefi 1996) the investigators
mentioned that a 20-kDa subunit was one of the 31
subunits of the hydrophobic-protein (HP) domain that can
be obtained by resolution of Complex I with chaotropic
agents (Hatefi and Stempel 1967) and that this subunit
contained a motif of three Cys residues that could possibly
bind a tetranuclear Fe-S cluster. Obviously, this subunit is
the PSST subunit. The iron-sulfur protein (IP) domain of
Complex I also contains a 18-kDa subunit (Belogrudov and
Hatefi 1994) with AQDQ as the first four residues
(Fearnley and Walker 1992). This subunit is proposed to
modulate the activity of Complex I by way of proteine-
kinase-A-mediated phosphorylation of a Ser residue by
cAMP in its C-terminus (Papa et al. 2008). Further subunits
with a similar molecular mass (gel electrophoresis) are B22
(22 kDa), PDSW (22 kDa), ASHI (19 kDa) and B18
(18 kDa) (Walker et al. 1992). Hence, the identity of ‘the
18–20-kDa polypeptide’ of Hatefi’s Complex I that was
exclusively labelled with NADPH (Yamaguchi et al. 2000)
remains unclear.

The evolutionary-related soluble NAD+-reducing
[NiFe]-hydrogenase from R. eutropha requires the presence
of two Hox I (18.8 kDa) subunits, as well as a second flavin
similar to FMN-a (Van der Linden et al. 2004), for its
specific reaction with NADPH. It has been speculated that
two adjacent HoxI subunits, each having a mononucleotide-
binding site, can build a dinucleotide-binding domain for
the binding of NADPH (Burgdorf et al. 2005).

Kinetic issues. Reactions with NAD(P)H

In the bovine enzyme full reduction of the clusters b to h by
NADH was obtained within 6 ms at all pH values used for
Fig. 3a. Assuming the reduction of the FMN-b group (the
rate of reduction of FMN-a is not known) and seven
reducible Fe-S clusters per Complex I, this means that at
least five molecules of NADH are oxidized by Complex I
within this time, leading to a turnover number for NADH of
at least 830 s−1 (at 22°C). The real turnover number must
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be greater than 3300 s−1, because full reduction is also
obtained within 6 ms at 4°C.

The spin concentration of the N2 signal in bovine SMP, as
routinely determined by EPR, amounts to a content of
0.12 nmol per mg protein (Van Belzen et al. 1990); this
means that the Complex I content is 0.06 nmol.mg−1. An
estimate of this content can also be obtained from the ratio of
the concentrations of the Complexes I and III, determined by
EPR in ten batches of SMP, which is 0.14 to 1, respectively
(Albracht et al. 1980; Beinert and Albracht 1982). Assuming
a cytochrome c1 content in bovine SMP of 0.46 nmol per mg
of protein (Vanneste 1966; Orme-Johnson et al. 1974b), the
Complex I content amounts to 0.064 nmol.mg−1.

The observed maximal NADH→O2 rate is 1100 nmol.
min−1.mg−1 at 30°C (Fig. 3). With 0.06 nmol Complex I
per mg of protein, this is equivalent to a turnover number
for NADH of 306 s−1 (and ca. 153 s−1 or less at 22°C; see
Table 2). During this reaction all clusters remain fully
reduced (De Jong et al. 1994). These data are in line with
the well known property of the enzyme that its rate of
reduction by NADH is much faster than its rate of
reoxidation by ubiquinone. Freeze-quench experiments
with NADH do not disclose at what point in the enzyme
electrons leave to the Q-pool.

The NADPH→O2 rate at 30°C and pH 8 is ca. 10 nmol.
min−1.mg−1 (Fig. 3a), equivalent to a turnover number for
NADPH of 2.8 s−1 (i.e. ca. 1.4 s−1 or less at 22°C). Yet the
clusters h (PSST subunit) and g (TYKY subunit), and also
FMN-a, are reduced in ca. 50 ms, giving a turnover number

for NADPH of 40 s−1 (at 22°C). It is likely that part of the
O2 consumption is caused by the very slow reduction by
NADPH of FMN-b and the faster auto-oxidation of this
reduced flavin by O2. In addition a contribution of a
possible auto-oxidation of reduced FMN-a cannot be
excluded. The data are in agreement with the conclusion
that at pH 8 FMN-a and the clusters h and g do not react
with ubiquinone and that the transfer of electrons from
cluster g to cluster f in the TYKY subunit is not functioning
at this pH, although the reverse reaction is. Inhibitors like
rotenone (Fig. 4b) or DCCD (Fig. 8a) do not affect this
behaviour. Transfer of electrons from cluster g to cluster f is
unlocked by decreasing the pH from 8 to 6.2. With
NADPH-reduced SMP this unlocking process takes at least
280 ms (Fig. 4). It is unlikely that the effect of pH on the
reduction of cluster f by NADPH is due to a pH-dependent
redox potential of this cluster. In that case a similar effect
should occur with NADH as reductant.

A second pH-dependent switch must be activated to allow
oxidation of the NADPH-reduced clusters f and e by the Q-
pool at pH 6.2 (Fig. 4). Once unlocked, this oxidation is
inhibited by rotenone or DCCD. The inhibition by DCCD is
consistent with a direct coupling between electron transfer
and proton translocation as earlier suggested for the
oxidation of NADH (Yagi 1987; Yagi and Hatefi 1988).
Rotenone and piericidin A can each bind to two sites, one
close to a site in the 49-kDa subunit, the site structurally
equivalent to that of the Ni-Fe site in [NiFe]-hydrogenases
(Darrouzet et al. 1998; Prieur et al. 2001), and the other on

Table 2 Kinetics of the reactions of NADH and NADPH with bovine Complex I—The NAD(P)H→FMN data are from freeze-quench
experiments. The NAD(P)H→O2 and NAD(P)H→K3Fe(CN)6 data are from steady-state experiments. All turnover numbers refer to NAD(P)H
consumption and are standardised to 22°C assuming a two-fold change in rate per 10°C

Reaction pH TON (s−1, 22°C) Preparation Reference

NADH→FMN-b 6.5–8.5 >3300 SMP This study

NADH→O2 7.5 <153 SMP This study

NADPH→FMN-a 8 40 SMP This study

NADPH→O2 8 <1.4 SMP This study

NADPH→FMN-a 6.2 100 SMPf This study

NADPH→O2 6.2 <34 SMP This study

NADH→K3Fe(CN)6
a 7.5 ~2800 Hatefi’s C-I (Hatefi and Stempel 1969)

NADH→K3Fe(CN)6
b 7.5 ~2800 Hatefi’s C-I (Ragan et al. 1974)

NADH→K3Fe(CN)6
c 7.55 ~8000 Hatefi’s C-I (Dooijewaard and Slater 1976)

NADPH→K3Fe(CN)6 7.5 n.detect. Hatefi’s C-I (Hatefi et al. 1962)

NADPH→K3Fe(CN)6 7.4 n.detect. Singer’s dh (Ringler et al. 1960)

NADPH→K3Fe(CN)6
d 6.5 <7 Hatefi’s C-I (Hatefi and Hanstein 1973)

NADPH→K3Fe(CN)6
e 5.5 <12 Hatefi’s C-I (Ragan et al. 1974)

Superscripts: a , 685 U.mg−1 at 38°C (Hatefi and Stempel 1969); b , 340 U.mg−1 at 30°C (Ragan et al. 1974); c , 8300 s−1 at 25°C for infinite
concentration of both substrates and disregarding the double substrate inhibition. This rate represents the dissociation of NAD+ bound to the reduced
enzyme (Dooijewaard and Slater 1976); d , 1.7 U.mg−1 at 38°C (Hatefi and Hanstein 1973); e , 3.04 U.mg−1 at 38°C (Ragan et al. 1974); f , In the presence
of rotenone, DCCD or in Q10-depleted SMP. Abbreviations: TON, turnover number for NAD(P)H; Hatefi’s C-I, Hatefi’s Complex I; Singer’s dh, Singer’s
NADH dehydrogenase; n.detect., not detectable; U, μmol.min−1

Table 2 Kinetics of the reactions of NADH and NADPH with bovine
Complex I—The NAD(P)H→FMN data are from freeze-quench
experiments. The NAD(P)H→O2 and NAD(P)H→K3Fe(CN)6 data

are from steady-state experiments. All turnover numbers refer to
NAD(P)H consumption and are standardised to 22°C assuming a two-
fold change in rate per 10°C
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the ND1 subunit (Earley and Ragan 1984; Earley et al. 1987;
Murai et al. 2007). It is hypothesised here that also the
inhibition by these poisons is primarily due to the blockage
of proton transfer, resulting in inhibition of electron transfer.

In Fig. 8b, an experiment at pH 6.2 (with active
Complex I) where electron transfer to the Q-pool is blocked
by DCCD, the 1.92 and 1.86 lines are fully developed by
NADPH in 30 ms at pH 6.2 and 22°C. Reduction of four
clusters and one flavin per Complex I within 30 ms requires
three molecules of NADPH, resulting in a turnover number
for NADPH of 100 s−1 (Table 2). The NADPH→O2

reaction at pH 6.2 (and 30°C) is 250 nmol.min−1.mg−1

(Fig. 3a), equivalent to a turnover number for NADPH of
69 s−1 (i.e. ca. 34 s−1 or less at 22°C). The numbers show
that the rate of reaction of active Complex I in SMP with
NADPH at pH 6.2 in the presence of DCCD (or with
rotenone, or in Q10-depleted SMP (Van Belzen and
Albracht 1989)) is faster than the overall NADPH oxidation
rate in the absence of inhibitors. During the latter reaction
the clusters f and e remain oxidized. This implies that
electron transfer from cluster g to cluster f becomes rate
limiting (<68 electrons per second) and slower than the rate
in the presence of inhibitors (200 s−1). In other words, when
the complete enzyme starts to function, i.e. electron transfer
from NADPH to Q10 with concomitant proton transloca-
tion, the rate of electron transfer from cluster g to cluster f
seems to slow down. Figure 3a shows that the rates of the
NADPH→O2 reaction at pH 6.2 and 6.4 are ten-fold higher
than those at pH 7.2 and 7.4, respectively. Thus, the rate is
apparently proportional to the proton concentration and
hence the steady-state electron transfer from cluster g to
cluster f may be limited by the supply of protons from the
medium. Whether this is part of the proton-translocation
machinery remains to be investigated.

Kinetic issues. The NAD(P)H→K3Fe(CN)6 reaction

The turnover number for NADPH reacting with Complex I
in SMP at pH 8 determined in this study is 40 s−1 at 22°C
(Table 2). If the released electrons would enter the complex
via FMN-b, it would be expected that K3Fe(CN)6 could
remove them again at a high rate, just as is the case with
NADH as electron donor (Table 2). For the purified
complex (980 kDa) th i s would resu l t in an
NADPH→K3Fe(CN)6 activity of 2.4 μmol.min−1.mg−1,
which would be easily detectable in a standard assay. For
Hatefi’s Complex I and Singer’s NADH-dehydrogenase no
NADPH→K3Fe(CN)6 activity could be detected at neutral
pH (Table 2). Some activity could only be observed with
high enzyme concentrations and at lower pH values at 38°C
(Table 2). Even then the rate (ca. 10 s−1) is ten-fold lower
than that of the reaction of NADPH with Complex I in
SMP determined in the present study (100 s−1). Thus, the

absence of the NADPH→K3Fe(CN)6 activity of the
classical bovine enzyme preparations is consistent with
the conclusion that the rapid reduction of the clusters h and
f by NADPH in SMP does not involve FMN-b.

Kinetic issues. The reaction with Q10

Reduction of Complex I by NADH is at least 20-fold faster
than its reoxidation by Q10 (Table 2). In SMP with active
Complex I a ubisemiquinone radical is evoked ca. 40 ms
after mixing with NADH at pH 7.5 (De Jong and Albracht
1994). The signal amounts to one spin per Complex I (De
Jong et al. 1994), remains present during steady-state
electron transfer, but disappears when electron transfer
comes to a halt. In tightly-coupled SMP the spin-relaxation
rate of this radical is enhanced, in an uncoupler-sensitive
way, by spin-spin interaction with one (or two) Fe-S cluster
(s) showing a g1=2.05 line. In view of the fact that both the
clusters f and g have such a 2.05 line, the precise
interpretation of the observed magnetic interactions (Van
Belzen et al. 1997; Yano et al. 2005) deserves further
attention. It is proposed here that at least one of the clusters
in the TYKY subunit, most likely cluster f, is in contact
with this ubisemiquinone. Subsequent transfer of electrons
proceeds presumably via reaction of the bound ubisemi-
quinone with quinone molecules from the Q-pool. It has
been suggested that the wide hydrophobic cleft formed by
the 49-kDa and PSST subunits (Fig. 2) plays an important
role in the reaction with Q10 (Sazanov and Hinchliffe 2006;
Fontecilla-Camps et al. 2007). In this connection it is
worthwhile to recall that there is as yet no rational
explanation for the finding that reconstitution of the
NADH→O2 activity of Q-depleted bovine SMP is specific
for ubiquinones with a certain length of the isoprenoid side
chain (7 to 10 units), whereas restoration of the succina-
te→O2 activity displays no such specificity (Lenaz et al.
1968; Lenaz et al. 1971; Lenaz 1998). A reaction of Q10,
which has a length of ca. 50Å in its stretched conformation,
deep inside the hydrophobic cleft and dependent on the
presence of phospholipids would be in agreement with
these observations.

In NADPH-reduced Complex I not all Fe-S clusters
are in rapid redox equilibrium

This is especially apparent in Fig. 6. At pH 7.6−8.3 the
clusters g and h are not in redox equilibrium with any of the
other clusters. At pH 5.5−7.4 the clusters b, c and d are not
in rapid redox equilibrium with the clusters e, f, g or h. It is
proposed here that the reduction of the clusters b, c and d is
caused by electrons that escaped from the very slow steady-
state NADPH→O2 reaction catalyzed by (auto-oxidation of)
FMN-b. It is not understood why electrons in these clusters
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do not flow to the Q-pool under conditions, where electrons
coming in via FMN-a do. It has earlier been observed that
when aerobic SMP (with an inactivated transhydrogenase)
were mixed with 25 μM NADH plus 5 mM NADPH, all Fe-
S EPR signals were fully developed within 5 ms. After
400 ms, when the NADH was used up, the 1.94 line (cluster
c) disappeared, but the 1.92, 1.86 and 1.88 lines remained
present at 50%, 40% and 25%, respectively, for at least 30 s
(Fig. 2 in (Albracht and Bakker 1986)).

The redox potential of NADPH increases with decreas-
ing pH. Yet, the level of reduction of the clusters b, c and d
in Fig. 6 increases linearly. This can be explained by an
increase of the very slow NADPH→FMN-b reaction rate
due to neutralisation of the negative charge of the 2′-
phosphate group of NADPH.

Although the sharp decrease in the reduction levels of the
clusters f and e above pH 7.5 (Fig. 6) may point to a possible
effect of the Tris buffer, this possibility can be eliminated.
The reaction of SMP with NADPH at pH 8 for 1000 ms in
the absence of added buffer (zero points in Fig. 4a and b)
resulted in the same redox changes as those in the range of
pH 7.75 to 8.3 in the presence of Tris buffer (Fig. 6). In
addition, no such sudden changes with pH were observed in
the steady-state activity measurements (Fig. 3a), although the
same sets of buffers were used. Apparently, the de-active
(above pH 7.6) and active (below pH 7.4) conformations of
the enzyme are not in a pH-dependent equilibrium. In the
experiment the conversion of de-active to active enzyme is
apparently triggered by a decrease of the pH from 8 to 7.4 or
lower. At pH 8 activation can be induced by turnover of a
small amount of NADH (Kotlyar and Vinogradov 1990) or
by incubation with 35 μM of NADPH for 5 min (Van
Belzen et al. 1990). The active state (at pH 8) is stable for
hours at 0°C but converts back to the de-active state within
ca. 5 min at 33°C (Kotlyar and Vinogradov 1990).

There is little doubt that at neutral pH the reaction of
Complex I with NADPH is hardly contributing to the overall
electron transfer to the Q-pool. It is anticipated that NADPH
in the mitochondrial matrix can keep FMN-a and the clusters
h and g permanently reduced. The degree of reduction will
depend on the NADPH/NADP+ ratio. These reducing
equivalents in the enzyme may play a role in the regulation
of ROS (radical oxygen species) production by Complex I,
dependent on the NADPH/NADP+ ratio (Albracht, S.P.J.,
Meijer, A.J. and Rydström, J., manuscript in preparation).
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